Innovation Insights
Rolljak – Unroll your creative
potential virtually!
Need a new strategy? A paradigm shift in taking
your idea to the next level? Enter the virtual world
of Rolljak where all ideas are mixed together to
form a perfect recipe for success.
Rolljak is an online rapid ideation tool that aims to
gamify brainstorming and creativity. Through the
platform, educators, companies, and event
organizers can collaborate and innovate easily with
their
audiences.
Rolljak
brings
physical
brainstorming into a virtual world.
The Rolljak team is currently in the beta-testing
stage and on the lookout for lead users such as
design
educators/practitioners and
company
innovation teams to test out their platform.
Schedule a demo here!

We digitize ideas for easier
tracking and evaluation

Startup spotlight
Lionsbot: A New
Cleaning Robots

Vision

for

Founded
in
February
2018,
Singapore-headquartered Lionsbot International is
poised to become the global brand leader in
advanced, fully-autonomous, team-based cleaning
robotics.
Lionsbot was cofounded by our SUTD faculty
Assistant Professor Mohan Rajesh Elara together
with Dylan and Michelle from SuperSteam.

Lionsbot’s Leobot Class of Cleaning Robots

Within Lionsbot's floor-cleaning robots, there are 4
different families and 16 unique models. These
models include different capacity sizes, cleaning
mechanisms and variants for indoor and outdoor.
In 2019, the company announced the launch of the
local production of 300 autonomous cleaning
robots for deployment in Singapore. Lionsbot
robots are increasingly deployed in healthcare
setting in our battle against Covid-19.

Leobot deployed at EXPO Community
Isolation Facility

Event spotlight
JunctionX Asia – hacking away
the challenges of covid-19
An online hackathon that brings together
developers, coders and designers. Held over 4 days
from 18 to 21 June, hackers from different
backgrounds formed teams to work on cutting edge
technologies and solve real business problems
posed by the pandemic.
The Singapore leg was proudly spearheaded by
SUTD student, Bryan Phang, EPD Pillar.
“The main motivation was to advocate cross border
collective collaboration within countries in Asia
particularly the tech in youth communities through
a fun and inspiring way” - Bryan.
JunctionX Asia was jointly organised by the Junction
committees from Singapore, Seoul, Hanoi and
Cheng Du. Over 300 participants took part in this
year’s virtual hack.

“Hackathons lets us work towards a common
objective and solve problems together…”

The 10 week stretch - SUTD Lean
LaunchPad Programme (LLP)
Finals on 8 July
After weeks of intense training and rigorous
customer discovery surveys, the teams arrived on
the final day of presentation supercharged and
raring to go.
All 5 teams had grown leaps from where they
started off in turning their inventive technologies
into commercially viable products and feasible
business ventures.
Ranging from capturing
atmospheric CO2 to a portable MRI machine, the
innovative ideas presented to the guests panel, VCs
and audience were well received and resulted in a
vibrant Q & A session.
Fresh from the LLP pre-accelerator programme the
teams will be digging their heels deeper. This could
range from fund raising or more aggressive
prototyping. We will be tracking the team’s progress
in our future updates.

We are social!

Connect with us! We love to stay connected so come talk to us or reach out to us on our socials!
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